ACROSS
1 South East Asian airline colour [5]
4 Chose college from radio or as seen on TV [9]
9 Maybe bats, sycophants and Christmas tree fairies [7,2]
10 Musicmakers from mathematical function half-cut at heart [5]
11 Mend commercial salesman’s manner? [6]
12 Bishop’s path determined by Shakespearean villain in strange land [8]
14 Detailed science agony confused awareness [10]
16 Korean car-park and PNG official [4]
19 Parallel in time (only the middle) but behind time [4]
20 Possibly a tapeworm, possibly acetonised bananas [10]
22 Finished and finish – more than necessary [8]
23 Plant regularly manufactured by Alcoa China [6]
26 Raised platform for speaker, slightly shortened, but generating hatred [5]
27 Tax officer is hated by both sides for reorganisation [9]
28 For example the interplay of classical and vulgar Latin, twofold interpretation with information architecture [9]
29 Public service department, strange place to meet [5]

DOWN
1 Like ball for Clare’s hip replacement [9]
2 Nip Depp? [3-2]
3 Sit up behind Arab city-dweller showing possible effect of TB [8]
4 Building material is in Peru [4]
5 Faces action without a new order to seize private assets for public use [10]
6 African river, European house or French band [6]
7 Affected by money I have informal encouragement to act [9]
8 Worthless person who gives a recipe for converting Walter to water [5]
13 Pleas meant different legends affixed to doors [10]
15 Assemblage of four operas after return of noble metal [9]
17 Gawain’s chosen symbol – a bird and two animals, one headless [9]
18 Hanky-panky from short girl and boss [8]
21 King island doctor accepts honour with elbows tucked in – just the opposite [6]
22 Humpty’s shell is resistance unit lacking binding force [5]
24 Raced around tree [5]
25 Bird disgorged by copperhead [4]